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Perfect Cuboid
Shubhankar Paul


Abstract— In mathematics, an Euler brick, named after
Leonhard Euler, is a cuboid whose edges and face diagonals all
have integer lengths. A primitive Euler brick is an Euler brick
whose edge lengths are relatively prime.
Index Terms— Euler brick, cuboid, integer lengths.

I. INTRODUCTION
An Euler Brick is just a cuboid, or a rectangular box, in
which all of the edges (length, depth, and height) have integer
dimensions; and in which the diagonals on all three sides are
also integers.

So if the length, depth and height are a, b, and c respectively,
then a, b, and c are integers, as are the quantities √(a2+b2) and
√(b2+c2) and √(c2+a2).
The problem is to find a perfect cuboid, which is an Euler
Brick in which the space diagonal, that is, the distance from
any corner to its opposite corner, given by the formula
√(a2+b2+c2), is also an integer, or prove that such a cuboid
cannot exist .

II. SOLUTION
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Let’s the side of the cuboid be a,b,c.
The diagonals are d,e,f and the diagonal of the cuboid is g as
shown in figure.
Now, a² + b² = d²
(1)
b² + c² = e²
(2)
c² + a² = f²
(3)
a² + b² + c² = g²
(4)
If, a is prime then a² = d² - b² from (1)
 a² = (d+b)(d-b)
If a is prime then d-b = 1 and d+b = a²
 d = (a²+1)/2 and b = (a²-1)/2
Again from equation (2) a² = (e+c)(e-c) = > e-c=1 and e+c =
a²
Again, e = (a²+1)/2 and b (a² -1)/2
Implies b=c
So, b² + c² = √2b which is contradiction.
So, a cannot be prime. Similarly, b and c cannot be prime.
So, we conclude that a, b, c none of them can be prime ........
conclusion (1)
Now, a, b, c all are composite number. Let’s say all are odd.
From (1), a ≡ ±1 (mod 4)
 a² ≡ 1 (mod 4)
Similarly, b² ≡ 1 (mod 4)
And d² ≡ 1 (mod 4)
S0, left hand side ≡ 1+1 = 2 (mod 4) whereas, right hand side
≡ 1 (mod 4).
Here is contradiction.
So, a,b,c all cannot be odd .............conclusion (2)
Let’s say a, b, c all are even.
Then d,e,f,g also even. So, there is a common factor 4 by
which all equations will get divided. If still remains even then
again all equations will be divided by 4 until one comes odd.
So, all cannot be even.........conclusion (3)
Let, two of a,b,c be odd and one even.
Let’s say a,b odd and c even.
Now a ≡ ±1 (mod 4)
 a² ≡ 1(mod 4)
Similarly, b² ≡ 1 (mod 4)
From equation (1) left hand side is ≡ 2 mod 4. But right side
must be even as odd + odd = even and right side is perfect
square. So, it must be divisible by 4.
Here is the contradiction.
So, two of a,b,c cannot be odd and one cannot be even .
......conclusion (4)
From the above conclusions we can conclude that two of them
must be even and one must be odd.
Let’s say a,b are even and c is odd.
If we divide equation (1) by 4 gives remainder 0 on both sides.
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 The equation is divisible by 4. Now it will go on
dividing by 4 at last it will give d as odd and one of a,
b as odd and another even (divisible by 4).
Let’s say a = 4m², b = 16n² and d = 4p² where m, n, p are odd.
Now, from equation (3), c² + a² = f²
Now c ≡ (±1 or ±3) (mod 8) ( as c is odd)
 c² ≡ 1 (mod 8)
 f² ≡ 1 (mod 8) (as f is also odd)
 m² ≡ 1 (mod 8) ( as m is also odd)
 4m² ≡ 4 (mod 8)
 a² ≡ 4 (mod 8)
Now, if we divide equation (3) by 8 LHS gives remainder
4+1=5 and RHS 1
Contradiction.
So, m must be even. Implies a² = 16m² ( putting 2m for m)
Now, if we divide both side of equation (2) by 16 LHS gives 0
whereas RHS gives a number (because 4p² is not congruent to
0 mod 16 where p is odd)
Contradiction.
So, d² must be divisible by 16.
So, now d² = 16p² ( putting 2p in place of p)
Accordingly b² = 64n² (putting 2n in place of n)
Now we have, a² = 16m², b² = 64n² and d² = 16p² ( where m,
n, p are odd)
Now, c ≡ (±1, ±3, ±5, ±7) (mod 16)
 c² ≡ 1 or 9 (mod 16)
 f² ≡ 1 or 9 (mod 16)
Now, if we divide both sides of equation (3) by 16 then we can
conclude that c² and f² must give same remainder.
Let’s say c² = 16u + y ( y =1 or 9)
f² = 16v + y.
Now, if we divide both side of equation (2) by 16 then we can
conclude c² and e² should give same remainder as b² ≡ 0 (mod
16)
 e² = 16w + y.
Now, if we divide both sides of equation (2) by 32 then also c²
and e² should give same remainder.
Now, a² ≡ 16 (mod 32) (as m is odd)
So, if we divide equation (3) by 32 then we get f² must be ≡
(16+x) (mod 32) where c² ≡ x (mod 32). Implies e² ≡ x (mod
32)
Now we can write, c² = 32u+y ; e² = 32w+y and f² =
32v+16+y (putting u=2u, w=2w, v=2v+1)
Now, if we divide equation (2) by 64 we get same remainder
of c and e because b² ≡ 0 (mod 64)
Therefore, we can write c² = 64u+y and e² = 64w+y. (putting
u=2u and w=2w)
Now, any odd integer can written as 4m±1
Now, a² = 16(4m±1)² ( putting 4m±1 in place of m)
 a² = 16(16m²±8m+1)
 a² ≡ 16 (mod 128)
Now if we divide equation (3) by 128 LHS gives
16+64+y or (80+y) as remaider.
Now, RHS i.e. f² should give the same remainder on
division by 128.
If we put v= 4v then f² = 128v+16+y
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 f² ≡ 16+y (mod 128) which doesn’t match with LHS.
So, v must be odd.
Putting v = 4v±1 we get f² = 32(4v±1)+16+y =
128v±32+16+y which doesn’t give (80+y) as remainder.
Here is the contradiction.
Now, a² = 64*(4^m)*m1² , b² = 64*4^(m+1)*m2² and d² =
64*(4^m)*m3²
Now, from equation (2), if we divide it by 64*4^(m+1) then c²
and e² should give same remainder.
Say, c² = 64*4^(m+1)*p1+ p and e² = 64*4^(m+1)*p1 + p
Now, from equation (4) a² + b² = (g+c)(g-c)
Now, LHS is divisible by 64*4^m. Therefore RHS also
should get divided by it.
(g+c)(g-c) = 64*4^m*q*r
g+c must be equal to 2*64*4^(m-1)*q and g-c = 2r (any
other combination will give c even which is contradiction).
Solving for c we get, c = 64*4^(m-1)*q - r
 c² = {64*4^(m-1)*q - r}²
 c² = 64²*4^(2m-2)*q² - 2*64*4^(m-1)*r + r²
Equating both c² we get, 64*4^(m+1)*p1 + p =
64²*4^(2m-2)*q² - 2*64*4^(m-1)*r + r²
Or, 64*4^(m-1){16p1 – 64*4^(m-1)*q² + 2r) + (p-r²) = 0
Now LHS has to be zero. As there are two terms and one is far
bigger than the other (of remainders) so two terms
independently should be zero.
 P = r² and 16p₁ - 64*4^(m-1)*q² + 2r = 0
 8p₁ - 32*4^(m-1)*q² +r =0
 2[4p₁-16*4^(m-1)*q²] + r = 0
We se that the first term is even and r is odd. Now
Difference of one even and one odd cannot give a zero.
Here is the contradiction.
So, two of a,b,c cannot be even and one cannot be
odd......conclusion (5)
From the above conclusion there is no such combination of
a,b,c as far as a,b,c are integers.
So, Perfect cuboid doesn’t exist where all sides and diagonals
are integers.
Proved.

III. CONCLUSION
Perfect Cuboid doesn’t exist.
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